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ABSTRACT

Upon entering the 21st century, the business world is emerging fast in which technology invention is taking immense part of it. According to Moore’s Law, stated in his original paper at 1965, the trend in the history of computer hardware is that the number of transistors that can be inexpensively placed on an integrated circuit is increasing exponentially, doubling approximately every two years. Regarding to that understanding, it also induces business world to develop in align with technology.

New media is a new thing for common people and business world. For long businesspeople always believe that doing conventional ways in doing their business is just fine with ‘If it didn’t broke, don’t fix it’-attitude. However, competition and the market are not broken. They are evolving. It also speeds up with the aid of technology. Nowadays, a consumer could check different prices of a particular product with different brands in just a single click. The competition is getting tense and the information that available is overwhelming.

Therefore on this thesis, the predicament that will be presented is the influence of New Media to business model in Indonesia music industry. Is it or is it not?
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